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ANTHROPOLOGY

Vanilla Landscapes: Meaning, 
Memory, and the Cultivation 
of Place in Madagascar
Sarah R. Osterhoudt

Valued in the world market as 
a luxury good, the vanilla bean 
from Madagascar is originally 
from Mesoamerica. In choosing to 
cultivate vanilla, the local farm-
ers respond to basic requirements 
of maintaining agroforestry fields 
such as hand-pollinating each va-
nilla f lower. By way of process, 
farmers infuse their landscapes 
with political histories, personal 
memories, and moral ideas.
Pub 4/17. 7 x 10 in.;

192 pp. 25 b&w images;

New York Botanical Garden Press;

ISBN 978-0-89327-548-8 P/$96.00.

ART HISTORY

Latinx Comic Book 
Storytelling: An Odyssey by 
Interview
Frederick Luis Aldama

The pages of this collection do 

more than just tell the reader 
about Latinx comics; it immerses 
them. Upon opening this dynamic 
collection of works, readers will 
be transported from the mundane 
day-to-day into compelling pages 
filled with graphic art and inter-
views with its creators. Through 
the sketchbooks and minds of art-
ists such as Jaime Hernandez, Raul 
Gonzalez the III, Cristy C. Road, 
Liz Mayorga, and others, readers 
join a vibrant discussion of comics 
that is aesthetically and intellectu-
ally engaging. 
Pub. 10/16; 

270 pp. notes. illustrations;

San Diego State University Press;

ISBN 978-1938537929; $21.00.

The Spiral Jetty Encyclo: 
Exploring Robert Smithson’s 
Earthwork through Time and 
Place
Hikmet Sidney Loe

A twentieth-century master re-
vealed the Great Salt Lake and 
a new way to think about art 
through a monumental rendition 
of one of nature’s basic shapes.
Pub. 05/17. 9 x 10 in; 384 pp;

The University of Utah Press;

ISBN 978-1-60781-541-9 P/$34.95

ASIAN STUDIES

Gourmet Club: A Sextet
Tanizaki Jun’ichiro; Translated by 
Anthony H. Chambers and Paul 
McCarthy

Six short stories by Tanizaki 
Jun’ichiro (1886–1965), capturing 
the breadth of his literary oeuvre.
Pub 2017. 5.5 x 8 in; 186 pp;

University of Michigan Press;

Cloth/978-0-472-07335-1/$34.95;

Paper/978-0-472-05335-3/$19.95;

To Order: (800) 621-2736;

www.press.umich.edu.

BIOGRAPHY

A Mother’s Tale
Phillip Lopate

A mother and a son try to make 
peace through the vehicle of her 
telling him her life story. In the 
process, he attempts to see her as 
an intrepid Mother Courage, but 
her tendency toward victimhood 
and grudge-holding keeps getting 
in the way; there are epiphanies of 

understanding and regressions on 
both sides.
Pub. 01/2017. 6 x 9 in; 200 pp;

The Ohio State University Press;

978-0-8142-1331-5 $24.95

Hemingway’s Brain
Andrew Farah

An innovative biography and the 
first forensic psychiatric exami-
nation of Nobel Prize–winning 
author Ernest Hemingway that 
provides a comprehensive expla-
nation of the medical conditions 
that led to Hemingway’s suicide. 
Through a thorough examination 
of biographies, letters, memoirs 
of friends and family, and even 
Hemingway’s FBI file, combined 
with recent insights on the ef-
fects of trauma on the brain, Dr. 
Andrew Farah pieces together a 
compelling, alternative narrative 
of Hemingway’s illness.
Pub 04/17. 6 x 9 in;

216 pp. 18 b&w illus; 

University of South Carolina Press;

ISBN 978-1-61117-742-8 C/$24.99

Jewish Justices of the 
Supreme Court: From 
Brandeis to Kagan 
David G. Dalin 

The first history of the eight Jew-
ish men and women who have 
served or who currently serve as 
justices of the Supreme Court. 
Pub 04/17. 6.125 x 9.25 in;

384 pp. 38 illustrations;

University Press of New England/ 

Brandeis Press;

ISBN 978-1-61168-238-0 C/$35

Let Us Watch Richard 
Wilbur: A Literary Biography
Robert Bagg and Mary Bagg

Wilbur’s life has been mistakenly 
seen as lacking the drama of his 
troubled contemporaries. This 
book corrects that view. The au-
thors augment the life story with 
details gleaned from access to his 
unpublished journals, family ar-
chives, candid interviews they 
conducted with Wilbur and his 
wife, Charlee, and his correspon-
dence with Robert Lowell, Eliza-
beth Bishop, John Berryman, John 
Malcolm Brinnin, James Merrill, 
and others.
Pub 03/17. 6 x 9 inches;

392 pp., notes, index, illus.;

University of Massachusetts Press;

ISBN 978-1-62534-224-9
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EARLY MODERN 
STUDIES

Being Bewitched: A True 
Tale of Madness, Witchcraft, 
and Property Development 
Gone Wrong
Kirsten C. Uszkalo

In 1622, young Elizabeth Jen-
nings fell strangely ill. After doc-
tors’ treatments proved useless, her 
family began to suspect the child 
had been bewitched, a suspicion 
that was confirmed when Eliza-
beth accused their neighbor Mar-
garet Russell of witchcraft. In the 
events that followed, witchcraft 
hysteria intertwines with family 
rivalries, property disputes, and a 
web of supernatural beliefs.
Pub. 6/17;

Truman State University Press;

ISBN 978-1-61248-165-4 C/$50.00;

ISBN 978-1-61248-166-1 E/$39.99.

EDUCATION 

What Are the Arts and 
Sciences? A Guide for the 
Curious
Dan Rockmore, Ed.

An invaluable introduction to the 
arts and sciences for students, par-
ents, and anyone curious about the 
nature of a liberal education.
Pub 05/17. 6.125 x 9.25 in.;

376 pp. 59 illus.;

University Press of New England/ 

Dartmouth College Press;

ISBN 978-1-5126-0102-2 P/$21.95.

Proust and His Banker: In 
Search of Time Squandered 
Gian Balsamo 

Marcel Proust often smothered 
objects of his affection with gifts, 
an extravagance paid for by dar-
ing stock exchange speculations. 
His cousin and financial adviser, 
Lionel Hauser, was to make sure 
these speculations would not go 
sour. Gian Balsamo reveals that 
Proust was aware of the advanta-
geous trade-off between financial 
indulgence and artistic inspira-
tion—providing the grist for fic-
tional characters and incidents of 
surprising effectiveness, in both 
the artistic and commercial sphere.
Pub 04/17. 6 x 9 in;

288 pp. 10 b&w illus;

University of South Carolina Press;

ISBN 978-1-61117-736-7 C/$39.99.

DRAMA/
PERFORMANCE 

STUDIES

Canadian Theatre Review 

The Canadian Theatre Review fea-
tures thought-provoking plays 
and articles on current issues and 
trends in Canadian theatre. CTR 
provides the Canadian theatre 
community with in-depth feature 
articles, manifestos, slideshows, 
videos, design portfolios, photo 
essays, and other documents that 
ref lect the challenging forms that 
theatre takes in the contemporary 
Canadian arts scene. 
University of Toronto Press Journals 

ISSN: 0315-0836;

eISSN: 1920-941X;

Indiv. print subscription: $69US;

http://bit.ly/ctrnyrb

Four of the Three 
Musketeers: The Marx 
Brothers on Stage 
Robert S. Bader 

Before film made them interna-
tional comedy legends, the Marx 
Brothers developed their comic 
skills on stage for twenty-five 
years. Hollywood historian Rob-
ert S. Bader offers the first and de-
finitive history of the foursome’s 
hardscrabble early years honing 
their act in front of live audi-
ences on the vaudeville circuit. 
“A book that no devoted Marx 
Brothers fan should be without… 
Four of the Three Musketeers is a 
fascinating, indispensable book 
that details the evolution of one 
of the greatest comedy teams as 
they went through a long, bumpy 
trial by fire.” —Montreal Times.
“A new benchmark in Marx schol-
arship.” —Los Angeles Times.
Pub 10/16. 7 x 10 inches;

544 pp. 76 b&w images in 2 galleries and 

appendix;

Northwestern University Press; 

978-0-8101-3416-4, $35.00.

Modern Drama 

Modern Drama is the most promi-
nent journal in English to focus 
on dramatic literature. The jour-
nal features refereed articles writ-
ten from a variety of geo-political 
points of view, both formal and 
historical, of the dramatic lit-
erature of the past two centuries; 
there is also an extensive book 
review section. Modern Drama is 
available in print and online. 
University of Toronto Press Journals

ISSN: 0026-7694;

eISSN: 1712-5286;

Indiv. print subscription: $73US;

http://bit.ly/mdnyrb

FICTION/LITERARY

Russian Absurd: Selected 
Writings
Daniil Kharms
Translated from the Russian by 
Alex Cigale

A writer who defies categoriza-
tion, Daniil Kharms has come to 
be regarded as an essential art-
ist of the modernist avant-garde. 
This selection of prose and poetry 
provides the most comprehensive 
portrait of the writer in English 
translation to date, revealing the 
arc of his career and including a 
particularly generous selection of 
his later work.
Pub 02/17. 5.125 x 7.75 in. 280 pp.;

Northwestern University Press; 

ISBN 978-0-8101-3457-7, $24.95.

FINE ART 

The Field Photographs of 
Alain H. Liogier: Plants 
of Hispaniola, Dominican 
Republic, 1968–1969
Brandy Watts

This volume showcases a selection 
of 116 field photographs viewed 
through the camera lens of bota-
nist, Alain H. Liogier. Brandy 
Watts has curated an impressive 
collection of images with a focus 
on the unique way this scientist 
captured each plant in its natural 
environment. If you are interest-
ed in where science and fine art 
merge, then this book is for you. 
Pub 03/17. 5 x 9 in.;

264 pp. 4-color;

New York Botanical Garden Press;

ISBN 978-0-89327-544-9/$48.99.

Free as Gods: How the Jazz 
Age Reinvented Modernism 
Charles A. Riley II 

A lively, wide-ranging look at the 
connections inside the core group 
of avant-garde artists in Jazz Age 
Paris. 
Pub 06/17. 6 x 9 in;

272 pp. 35 illus;

University Press of New England/

ForeEdge Press;

ISBN 978-1-61168-850-4 C/$29.95.

GENDER/
SEXUALITY

A Queer Love Story: The 
Letters of Jane Rule and Rick 
Bébout
Edited by Marilyn Schuster; Fore-
word by Margaret Atwood

A Queer Love Story chronicles the 
poignant, incisive exchanges and 
intimate friendship that developed 
between Jane Rule, lesbian novel-
ist and essayist, and Rick Bébout, 
gay journalist and activist, as they 
ref lected on and participated in 
the key issues and events that 
shaped LGBT communities in the 
’80s and ’90s.
Pub. 05/17. 6 x 9 in;

648 pp;

University of British Columbia Press;

ISBN 978-0-7748-3543-5 HC/$49.95.
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GENERAL SCIENCES

Communicating Science 
Effectively: A Research 
Agenda
Committee on the Science of Sci-
ence Communication: A Research 
Agenda; National Academies 
of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine

Science and technology are em-
bedded in virtually every aspect 
of modern life. As a result, people 
face an increasing need to inte-
grate information from science 
with their personal values and 
other considerations as they make 
important life decisions. Commu-
nicating Science Effectively offers a 
research agenda for science com-
municators and researchers seek-
ing to apply this research and fill 
gaps in knowledge about how to 
communicate effectively about 
science. This book identifies im-
portant inf luences – psychologi-
cal, economic, political, social, 
cultural, and media-related – on 
how science related to such is-
sues is understood, perceived, and 
used.
Pub. 01/2017. 6 x 9 in. 126 pp.;

National Academies Press;

ISBN 978-0-309-45102-4 P/ $48.00.

HISTORY/AMERICAN

Baking Powder Wars: The 
Cutthroat Food Fight that 
Revolutionized Cooking
Linda Civitello

This micro-history of America’s 
essential main ingredient shows 
how hundreds of companies 
sought market control. She also 
tells the war’s untold stories, from 
Royal’s claims that its competitors 

sold poison, to the Ku Klux Klan’s 
campaign against Clabber Girl and 
its German Catholic owners. 
Pub. 2017. 6 x 9 in.;

264 pp. 30 black & white photographs, 

12 tables;

University of Illinois Press;

ISBN 978-0-252-08259-7. P/$19.95;

ISBN 978-0-252-09963-2. E/$17.96.

Detroit 1967: Origins, 
Impacts, Legacies
Edited by Joel Stone

Examines relationships between 
black and white Detroit residents 
through the lens of 1967, fifty 
years later.
Pub. 06/2017. 7 x 10 in.;

348 pp. 51 illustrations;

Wayne State University Press;

ISBN: 978-0-8143-4303-6 $39.99 Cloth.

Land!: The Case for an 
Agrarian Economy
John Crowe Ransom; Edited by 
Jason Peters; Introduction by Jay 
T. Collier 

“For students of American litera-
ture, for contemporary Agrarians, 
for historians of American ideas, 
and for all those who believe that 
a ‘third way economics’ deserves 
new attention in our raucous so-
cial-economic times, this is equiv-
alent to a musicologist’s discovery 
of a long-lost symphony by Mo-
zart or Brahms. John Crowe Ran-
som’s 1932 essay Land! is insightful 
American history, at once splen-
didly old and remarkably fresh.” 
—Allan C. Carlson, author of The 
New Agrarian Mind 
Pub. 03/17. LC 2016053420. 6 x 9 in.;

160 pp. appendix;

University of Notre Dame Press;

ISBN 978-0-268-10193-0 C/$25.00.

Lost in the USA: American 
Identity from the Promise 
Keepers to the Million Mom 
March
Deborah Gray White

From the Million Man, Mil-
lion Woman, and Million Mom 
Marches to the Promise Keep-
ers and LGBT protests, Deborah 
Gray White reveals a people lost 
in their own country. White also 
shows what marchers found out 
about themselves and those gath-
ered around them. The result is 
an eye-opening reconsideration of 
a defining time in contemporary 
America.
Pub 2017. 6 x 9 in.;

272 pp. 11 black & white photographs;

University of Illinois Press;

ISBN 978-0-252-08238-2. P/$24.95;

ISBN 978-0-252-09940-3. E/$22.46.

The Revolt of the Black 
Athlete: 50th Anniversary 
Edition
Harry Edwards

With a new introduction and af-
terword. Revisits the revolts by 
athletes like Muhammad Ali, 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Tommie 
Smith, and John Carlos. At the 
same time, Edwards engages with 
the struggles of a present still rife 
with racism, double standards, and 
economic injustice.
Pub 2017. 6 x 9 in.;

264 pp. 26 black & white photographs, 1 

line drawing;

University of Illinois Press;

ISBN 978-0-252-04107-5. C/$29.95.

HISTORY/
EUROPEAN

Four Germanys: A Chronicle 
of the Schorcht Family
Donald S. Pitkin
Foreword by John C. Torpey

Charting the transformation of 
East Germany through the story 
of the Schorcht family, through 
whose fortunes and struggles one 
can see the transformations of 
Germany through the long twen-
tieth century.
Pub 11/16. LC 2016005350. 6 x 9 in;

316 pp., notes, index;

In the Politics, History, and Social 

Change series;

Temple University Press;

ISBN 978-1-4399-1343-7 P/$34.95.

HOLOCAUST 
STUDIES

From Things Lost: Forgotten 
Letters and the Legacy of the 
Holocaust
Shirli Gilbert

An intimate history of the Holo-
caust that casts new light on our 
understanding of victimhood and 
survival.
Pub. 05/2017 6 x 9 in.;

224 pp., 32 illustrations;

Wayne State University Press;

ISBN: 978-0-8143-4265-7 $26.99 

Paperback.

HUMANITIES

Anthropologica 

Anthropologica is a peer-reviewed 
journal publishing original and 
ground breaking scholarly work in 
all areas of cultural and social an-
thropological research. Anthropo-
logica’s contributors conduct their 
research across the globe, provid-
ing a comprehensive look into the 
fieldwork being done by Canadian 
anthropologists in all parts of the 
world. Read this journal online at 
Project Muse.
University of Toronto Press Journals; 

ISSN: 0003-5459;

eISSN: 2292-3586;

Indiv. print subscription: $130US;

http://bit.ly/anthnyrb

Canadian Historical Review 

Offering a comprehensive analy-
sis of the events that have shaped 
Canada into its current state, the 
Canadian Historical Review is a 
benchmark in the exploration of 
Canadian society and its institu-
tions. Each issue contains a series 
of insightful articles that exam-
ine Canadian history from both 
a multicultural and multidisci-
plinary perspective, along with 
in-depth reviews of books that are 
of importance to all those inter-
ested in Canadian history. 
University of Toronto Press Journals;

ISSN: 0008-3755; eISSN: 1710-1093;

Indiv. print subscription: $90US;

http://bit.ly/chrnyrb
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Canadian Review of 
American Studies 

Canadian Review of American Studies 
is a dynamic and innovative jour-
nal, providing unique perspectives 
and insights into an increasingly 
complex and intertwined world of 
extraordinarily difficult problems 
that continue to call for thoughtful 
scholarly input. Published three 
times a year, the journal aims to 
further multi- and interdisciplin-
ary analyses of the culture of the 
US and of social relations between 
the US and Canada. 
University of Toronto Press Journals;

ISSN: 0007-7720; eISSN: 1710-114X; 

Indiv. print subscription: $115US;

http://bit.ly/crasnyrb

INTERDISCIPLIN-
ARY STUDIES

Cartographica: The 
International Journal for 
Geographic Information and 
Geovisualization

Cartographica is an international 
and interdisciplinary peer-re-
viewed journal that publishes 
transformative research, educa-
tion, and practice contributions to 
the social, political, technological, 
and historical aspects of cartogra-
phy and geo-visualization. Carto-
graphica is an official publication of 
the Canadian Cartographic Asso-
ciation.
Univerisity of Toronto Press Journals;

ISSN: 0317-7173;

eISSN: 1911-9925;

Indiv. print subscription: $99US;

http://bit.ly/cartnyrb

Genocide Studies 
International 

Genocide Studies International 
is peer reviewed, comparative in 
nature, and includes articles and 
reviews as well as regular features 
to engage and immerse readers in 
current news and activities in the 
field of genocide and human rights 
studies. GSI is a forum for the aca-
demic study and understanding of 
the phenomena of genocide, the 
gross violation of human rights, 
and various approaches to pre-
venting them. 
University of Toronto Press Journals;

ISSN: 2291-1847; eISSN: 2291-1855;

Indiv. print subscription: $87US;

http://bit.ly/gsinyrb

Griff ith Review
Edited by Julianne Schultz & 
Jerath Head

Quarterly. Griffith Review is the 
leading Australian literary forum 
for current affairs, culture and 
ideas. Millennials Strike Back gives 
voice to those born in the final de-
cades of the twentieth century, ex-
ploring the unique challenges this 
generation faces – political uncer-
tainty, globalization, increasing 
inequality – as they strive to make 
their mark. griff ithreview.com.
Annual Overseas Subscription;

Indiv. AUD$143.00; Digital AUD$60;  

Inst. Upon Inquiry. Single copy: 

AUD$28.00. Single digital copy;  

(ePub or PDF): AUD$18.50.

MCU Journal: Spring and 
Fall

MCUJ provides a forum for inter-
disciplinary discussion of national 
security and international rela-
tions issues and how they impact 
the DOD, the Navy, and the U.S. 
Marine Corps.
7 x 10 in.;

Marine Corps University Press;

ISSN 2164-4209 (print);

2164-4217 (online).

Resurrecting Slavery: 
Racial Legacies and White 
Supremacy in France
Crystal Marie Fleming

In her timely and provocative 
book, Resurrecting Slavery, Crystal 
Fleming shows how people make 
sense of slavery in France, a na-
tion where talking about race, 
colonialism, and slavery remains 
taboo. 
Pub 02/17. LC 2016022899. 6 x 9 in.;

292 pp., 10 tables, 6 line drawings, 14 

halftones, appends., notes, bibl., index;

Temple University Press;

ISBN 978-1-4399-1409-0 P/$34.95.

University of Toronto 
Quarterly 

Acclaimed as one of the finest 
journals focused on the humani-
ties, UTQ publishes interdisci-
plinary articles and review essays 
of international repute. This in-
terdisciplinary approach provides 
a depth and quality to the journal 
that attracts both general read-
ers and specialists from across the 
humanities. The annual Letters in 
Canada issue offers reviews of cre-
ative writing and scholarly work 
in poetry, drama, translation, fic-
tion, and critical studies in the hu-
manities published in Canada. 
University of Toronto Press Journals;

ISSN: 0042-0247;

eISSN: 1712-5278;

Indiv. print subscription: $83US;

INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS

Electing Peace: Violence 
Prevention and Impact at the 
Polls 
Jonas Claes, editor

Electing Peace: Violence Prevention 
and Impact at the Polls examines 
election violence prevention and 
assesses the impact of prevalent 
prevention practices as applied in 
five recent elections in Honduras, 
Bangladesh, Thailand, Malawi, 
and Moldova. Through these case 
studies and comparative research, 
the authors evaluate the impact of 
prevention programming on the 
level of violence.
Pub 01/17. LC 2016018230. 6 x 9 in.;

286 pp. index;

United States Institute of Peace Press;

ISBN 978-1-60127-522-6 P/$24.95.

Fighting Serious Crimes: 
Strategies and Tactics for 
Conf lict-Affected Societies
Colette Rausch, editor

Fighting Serious Crimes is a unique 
resource for anyone battling seri-
ous crimes in societies seeking 
to avoid conf lict, escape from 
violence, or recover and rebuild. 
Packed with practical guidance, 
this volume includes real-world 
examples from more than twenty 
of today’s conf lict zones, includ-
ing Libya, Yemen, Iraq, Afghani-
stan, Somalia, and Colombia. 
Pub 05/17. 6 x 9 in.;

308 pp. index;

United States Institute of Peace Press;

ISBN 978-1-60127-629-2 P/$24.95.

Marines at War: Stories from 
Afghanistan and Iraq
Paolo Tripodi and Kelly Frushour

The editors bring together the 
short stories of veterans, focus-
ing on the lessons or conclusions 
drawn from their experiences.
6 x 9 in. Paperback;

490 pp;

Marine Corps University Press;

ISBN 978-0-9973174-1-1.
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Human Genome Editing: 
Science, Ethics, and 
Governance
National Academies of Sciences, 
Engineering, and Medicine; 
National Academy of Medicine; 
National Academy of Sciences

Genome editing is a powerful new 
tool for making precise alterations 
to an organism’s genetic material. 
Human Genome Editing considers 
important questions about the hu-
man application of genome edit-
ing including: balancing potential 
benefits with unintended risks, 
governing the use of genome edit-
ing, incorporating societal values 
into clinical applications and pol-
icy decisions, and respecting the 
inevitable differences across na-
tions and cultures that will shape 
how and whether to use these new 
technologies. 
Pub. 02/2017. 6 x 9 in. 300 pp.;

National Academies Press;

ISBN 978-0-309-45288-5 P/ $68.00.

MUSIC AND DANCE

Peggy Seeger: A Life of 
Music, Love, and Politics
Jean R. Freedman

“An elaborately detailed in-
vestigation of Seeger’s endur-
ing musical legacy.”—Booklist
“Freedman illuminates Seeger’s 
life and career, creating a pow-
erful, in-depth portrait of the 
woman, artist, activist, and cham-
pion of the folk music genre... A 
must.”—Library Journal.
Pub 2017. 6.125 x 9.25 in.;

408 pp. 19 black & white photographs;

University of Illinois Press;

ISBN 978-0-252-04075-7. C/$29.95;

ISBN 978-0-252-09921-2. E/$26.96.

PHILOSOPHY 

The Vision of the Soul: 
Truth, Goodness, and Beauty 
in the Western Tradition
James Matthew Wilson

In The Vision of the Soul, James 
Matthew Wilson seeks to con-
serve the great insights of the 
western tradition by giving us a 
new account of them responsive 
to modern discontents. The West-
ern—or Christian Platonist—tra-
dition, Wilson argues, tells us 
that man is an intellectual animal, 
born to pursue the good, to know 
the true, and to contemplate all 
things in beauty. By turns a study 
in fundamental ontology, aesthet-
ics, and political philosophy, The 
Vision of the Soul invites its read-
ers to a renewal of the West’s intel-
lectual tradition.
Pub May 2017. 6 x 9 in. 376 pp;

The Catholic University of America Press;

ISBN 978-0-8132-2928-7 P/$29.95

POETRY/ART

Bearden’s Odyssey: Poets 
Respond to the Art of 
Romare Bearden
Edited by Kwame Dawes and 
Matthew Shenoda 
Foreword by Derek Walcott

This collection gathers, for the 
first time, poems from thirty-
five of the most revered Afri-
can diaspora poets in the United 
States. Poetic echoes come forth 
in themes of inspiration with his-
torical intersections of one of the 
greatest visual artists of the twen-
tieth century. With original po-
ems by Chris Abani, Rita Dove, 
Lyrae Van Clief-Stefanon, Ed 

Rethinking the Drone 
War: National Security, 
Legitimacy, and Civilian 
Casualties
Larry Lewis and Diane Vavrichek

The authors offer recommenda-
tions for policy makers and mili-
tary commanders that have been 
incorporated into the recent U.S. 
policy guidelines.
5.5 x 8.75 in. Paperback 264 pp;

Marine Corps University Press;

ISBN 978-0-9973174-3-5.

LITERARY CRITI-
CISM/COMPARATIVE 

LITERATURE

Colonial Australian Fiction: 
Character Types, Social 
Formations and the Colonial 
Economy
Ken Gelder and Rachael Weaver 

A unique exploration of how fic-
tional characters shaped and re-
f lected social and economic life in 
the colonies.
Pub. 04/17 6.9 x 9.8 in.;

162 pp. notes. index.;

Sydney University Press;

ISBN 978-1-74332-461-5 P/$22.00.

MEDIA STUDIES/
COMMUNICATIONS

The Fanfiction Reader: Folk 
Tales for the Digital Age
Francesca Coppa

The first ever fanfiction reader 
framed to emphasize fanfiction’s 
unique transformative nature and 
continuity with other storytelling 
traditions.
Pub 2017. 6 x 9 in. 304 pp. 4 Illustrations;

Cloth/978-0-472-07348-1/$75.00;

Paper/978-0-472-05348-3/$29.95;

University of Michigan Press;

To Order: (800) 621-2736;

press.umich.edu.

MEDICAL SCIENCES

The Health Effects 
of Cannabis and 
Cannabinoids: The Current 
State of Evidence and 
Recommendations for 
Research
Committee on the Health Effects of 
Marijuana: An Evidence Review 
and Research Agenda; National 
Academies of Sciences, Engineer-
ing, and Medicine

Significant changes have taken 
place in the policy landscape sur-
rounding cannabis legalization, 
production, and use. However, 
despite this changing landscape, 
evidence regarding the short- and 
long-term health effects of canna-
bis use remains elusive. The Health 
Effects of Cannabis and Cannabinoids
provides a comprehensive review 
of scientific evidence related to 
the health effects and potential 
therapeutic benefits of cannabis. 
Pub 01/2017. 6 x 9 in.; 440 pp.;

National Academies Press;

ISBN 978-0-309-45304-2 P/ $78.00.

Roberson, Aracelis Girmay, Yusef 
Komunyakaa, and more.
Pub 04/17, 6 x 9 inches;

160 pp. 6 color images, plus art poem;

Northwestern University Press;

978-0-8101-3489-8, $24.95.

PSYCHIATRY 

Improving Mental Health 
Four Secrets in Plain Sight
Lloyd I. Sederer, M.D.

The book aims to help clinicians 
improve the lives of their pa-
tients—and patients to improve 
their own lives—by identifying 
these secrets and taking action in 
ways that can work immediately, 
closing the science-to-practice 
gap.
Pub 2017; 129 pp.;

ISBN 978-1-61537-082-5 Hardcover 

$29.00, Item #37082;

ISBN 978-1-61537-120-4 eBook $23.00 

Item #37120.

Marijuana and Mental Health
Edited by Michael T. Compton, 
M.D., M.P.H.

This is the definitive, single source 
of comprehensive information on 
marijuana and mental health in 
modern American society. Chap-
ters address topics such as the ef-
fects of marijuana on the brain and 
mind, marijuana related policy 
and legislation, the complex link 
between marijuana use and psy-
chotic disorders, synthetic can-
nabinoids, and the treatment and 
prevention of marijuana misuse.
Pub 2016. 272 pp.;

ISBN 978-1-61537-008-5 Paperback 

$62.00 Item #37008;

ISBN 978-1-61537-065-8 eBook $49.95 

Item #37065.
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Women against Abortion: 
Inside the Largest Moral 
Reform Movement of the 
Twentieth Century
Karissa Haugeberg

Women from diverse religious, 
social, and political backgrounds 
made up the rank-and-file of anti-
abortion activism. Karissa Hauge-
berg explores the ways these activ-
ists fused religious conviction with 
partisan politics, their rationaliza-
tions for lethal violence, and how 
women claimed space within an 
unshakably patriarchal movement.
Pub 2017. 6 x 9 in.;

240 pp. 14 black & white photographs;

University of Illinois Press;

ISBN 978-0-252-08246-7. P/$24.95;

ISBN 978-0-252-09971-7. E/$22.46.

Outside the Box: Rethinking 
ADD/ADHD in Children and 
Adults: A Practical Guide
Thomas E. Brown, Ph.D.

The book offers science-based 
answers—in plain, understand-
able language—to a wide variety 
of questions about ADHD that 
are often raised not only by ado-
lescents and adults in the general 
public, but also by professionals 
in pediatrics, general medicine, 
psychiatry, psychology, nursing, 
education and other related fields. 
The book is structured in an acces-
sible, even entertaining way, with 
each chapter posing an important 
question about ADD/ADHD, and 
then providing answers, discus-
sion, and pertinent research and 
references.
Pub 2017. 336 pp.;

ISBN 978-1-58562-427-0 Paperback 

$59.00 Item #62427;

ISBN 978-1-61537-134-1 eBook $47.00 

Item #37134.

RELIGION

The Church in Iraq
Fernando Cardinal Filoni
Translated by Edward Condon

The persecution of the church in 
Iraq is one of the great tragedies 
of the twenty-first century. In this 
short, yet sweeping account, Fer-
nando Cardinal Filoni, the former 
Papal Nuncio to Iraq, shows us the 
people and the faith in the land of 
Abraham and Babylon, a region 
that has been home to Persians, 
Parthians, Byzantines, Mongols, 
Ottomans, and more. This is the 
compelling and rich history of the 
Christian communities in a land 
that was once the frontier between 
Rome and Persia, for centuries the 

crossroads of East and West for 
armies of invaders and merchants, 
and the cradle of all human civili-
zation. The Church in Iraq is a per-
sonal and engaging history of the 
relationship between Rome and 
the Eastern Churches.
Pub. June 2017. 5.5 x 8.5 in. 216 pp;

The Catholic University of America Press;

ISBN 978-0-8132-2965-2 P/$19.95.

SOCIAL SCIENCES

Journal of Canadian Studies

Journal of Canadian Studies pub-
lishes the best in scholarship about 
Canadian history, culture and 
society. For five decades JCS has 
been deeply committed to inter-
disciplinary perspectives, bilin-
gual presentation of research, and 
the serious study of Canada. JCS 
has championed and advanced the 
emergence and legitimacy of in-
terdisciplinary research in Canada. 
University of Toronto Press Journals 

ISSN: 0021-9495; 

eISSN: 1911-0251;

Indiv. print subscription: $145 U.S.;

http://bit.ly/jcsnyrb

The Tocqueville Review 

The Tocqueville Review is a French-
American bilingual journal de-
voted to the comparative study of 
social change, primarily in Europe 
and the United States, but also 
covering major developments in 
other parts of the world, in the 
spirit of Alexis de Tocqueville’s 
pioneer investigations. A journal 
of social science, the Review pub-
lishes essays on current affairs, his-
tory, and political philosophy; it 
also features a regular section on 
Tocquevillean studies. 
University of Toronto Press Journals; 

ISSN: 1918-6649;

Indiv. print subscription: $73 U.S.;

http://bit.ly/ttrnyrb

SOCIOLOGY/
SOCIAL WORK

The Great Refusal: Herbert 
Marcuse and Contemporary 
Social Movements
Andrew T. Lamas, Todd Wolfson 
and Peter N. Funke

An in-depth examination of the 
relevance of Marcuse’s writing for 
today’s social movements. “This is 
certainly the time for a Marcuse 
revival!”—Fredric Jameson, Duke 
University.
Pub 11/16. LC 2016022607. 6 x 9 in.;

440 pp., notes, bibl., index;

Temple University Press;

ISBN 978-1-4399-1304-8 P/$44.95.

WESTERN HISTORY

The Disappearances: A Story 
of Exploration, Murder, and 
Mystery in the American 
West
Scott Thybony

The gripping true story of three 
young people who went missing 
at the same time in the tangle of 
Utah canyons and slickrock ex-
panses.
Pub. 6/16. 6 x 9 in.;

288 pp;

The University of Utah Press;

ISBN 978-1-60781-483-2 P/$24.95.

WOMEN’S STUDIES

Beyond Respectability: The 
Intellectual Thought of Race 
Women
Brittney C. Cooper

Brittney C. Cooper looks at the 
far-reaching intellectual achieve-
ments of female thinkers and ac-
tivists like Anna Julia Cooper, 
Mary Church Terrell, Fannie Bar-
rier Williams, Pauli Murray, and 
Toni Cade Bambara. 
Pub. 2017. 6 x 9 in.;

208 pp. 6 black & white photographs;

University of Illinois Press;

ISBN 978-0-252-08248-1. P/$25.95;

ISBN 978-0-252-09954-0. E/$23.36.

NEED THESE BOOKS IN A HURRY?

See: www.nybooks.com/university-press

When you visit The New York Review of Books 
on the Web, you’ll fi nd the entire contents of 
the New Books and Journals from University 
Presses supplement, with links to the presses’ in-
dividual websites. Click through to get the books 
you want as quickly as possible. If you would pre-
fer to order your books by regular mail, please see 
our order form on the following page. 
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